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The ultimate VR puzzle game! We've already
released the first puzzle game which is known for
giving players the VR puzzle game experience like
never before. This time we've built up the system
more into a general purpose game platform where
most of the puzzles can be enjoyed on any device.
Gameplay is available in two-dimensional in single-
player but online multi-player is coming soon. Keep
in mind it is still in development. Facebook: Twitter:

#sealark Falls in VR - Strange's Challenge is a free to
play game exclusively designed for VR. Player

controls the falling object, a coin, by simply leaning
their head. Reaching the bottom of the screen,

players will find themselves in a boss battle against
several smaller obstacles like gelatin cubes. To

unlock bonus levels, your player will need to beat
the boss. Follow us on Twitter: Join us on Facebook:
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Join in the discussions here: You can also send us
any comments, questions, or feedbacks by mail:

strangeschallenge@gmail.com Holon: Puzzle VR is a
puzzle/platform game set in the Holon universe.

Controlling the character with a dual stick and using
tilt to move, players must guide the character

through a number of environments. Level
completion as a whole is earned by playing through
the game's stages in order. The first VR puzzle game
set in the world of Marvel's Rocket Punch! Strap in
and strap on! This VR game is a platform puzzle

game featuring some of the Marvel Universe's most
famous superheroes! Rocket Punch is a VR platform

game for the HTC Vive with 8 unique puzzles.
Players will get to control the powerful heroes of the

Marvel Universe. A unique 3D platformer for VR!
Prepare for a unique experience as you play as

Ramona - Queen of the Cloud! Ramona VR is a 3D
platform game for the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive! The

game features interesting, diverse worlds and
enemies and a special feature, where the blocks that
you need to reach can be pulled off the board. This
is a very unique game and we're extremely excited

to bring it to VR. Other links:

Machizzle Features Key:
Awesome UI
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Great visible framerate
Multiple Mode Changes: Different Game Modes (for more controls)

4:3 / 16:9 Support
No third-party requirements

Easy to customize
Only one exe file

Please watch video of build quality:

These communities are the best, come join!

Reddit r/Machizzle
Steam community
Machizzle forums
Steam Community
Steam Community Announcements

Thanks

Steam tools user
PeteSimplextons custom thread downloader
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